ZIONSVILLE PLAN COMMISSION MEETING RESULTS
Tuesday January 16, 2018
The Regular meeting of the Zionsville Plan Commission was scheduled for Tuesday January 16, 2018, at 7:00 p.m. in
Meeting Room # 105 at Zionsville Town Hall, 1100 West Oak Street.
The following items were scheduled for consideration:
I. Continued Business
Docket
Name
Address of Project
Item to be Considered
Number
Continued from the December 18, 2017 and January 16, 2018
Plan Commission Meeting, to the February 20, 2018 meeting
6 In Favor
2017-40-Z
Wolf Run
601 S. 900 East
0 Opposed
Petition for Zone Map change to rezone approximately 235.70 acres
from the Rural R-1 (Residential) Zoning District and (MRO) Rural
II. New Business
Docket
Name
Address of Project
Item to be Considered
Number
None at this time
VII: Other Matters to be considered
Docket
Name
Address of Project
Number
2017-04-DP

Tom Wood

6408 Crane Drive

Item to be Considered
Status Update-Commitments

Respectfully Submitted:
Wayne DeLong, AICP
Director of Planning and Economic Development
Town of Zionsville

January 17, 2018

Zionsville Plan Commission
December 18, 2017
In attendance: David Franz, Josh Fedor, Michael Rinebold, Mary Grabianowski, Larry Jones,
and Sharon Walker.
Staff attending: Wayne DeLong, Carol Sparks Drake, attorney.
A quorum is present.
All

Pledge of Allegiance.

Franz

Will the secretary please take roll?

DeLong

Mr. Franz?

Franz

Present.

DeLong

Ms. Grabianowski?

Grabianowski Present.
DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Present.

DeLong

Ms. Walker?

Walker

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Rinebold?

Rinebold

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Fedor?

Fedor

Present.

Franz

We have a quorum. In your packet there was a set of minutes from the November
20, 2017 16, 2017 meeting. Are there any comments or revisions to those
minutes? Being none, is there a motion to approve the minutes?

Walker

So moved.

Franz

Is there a second?

Fedor

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.
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Franz

Opposed by nay. Motion carries. I will say there is a quorum, six people. Any
business that is active, if there is not four votes, then I guess that would be
automatically continued until, or a minimum of four votes to pass would be
required. All right, on the Docket tonight, there is no continued business. So, first
item of the new business is Docket #2017-40-Z, Wolf Run, 601 South 900 East,
Petition for Zone Map change to rezone approximately 235.7 acres from the
Rural R-1 Residential Zoning District and the MRO, Rural Michigan Road
Overlay District to PUD, Planned Unit Development. All right, with this, we are
going to open the public hearing tonight, and hear from the petitioner, then hear
some public comment on this matter. At this point in time, I think we need to
suspend our normal rules that are contained within the Plan Commission Rules,
and I would recommend that we allow each side 30 minutes for petitioner, and
then 30 minutes for public comment, and then we would have Plan Commission
questions, and then we move from there. So, is there a motion to suspend the
Rules and allow 30 minutes for the petitioner and public comment?

Fedor

So moved.

Franz

Is there a second?

Rinebold

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay. Motion carries. So, is petitioner present?

Shinaver

Good evening. For the record, my name is Jim Shinaver. I’m the zoning attorney
with the law firm of Nelson and Frankenberger with offices at 550 Congressional
Boulevard, Suite 220, Carmel, Indiana 46032. With me is Stan Burton on behalf
of the applicant, WRGC Development, LLP and as one of the landowners of the
subject property. We also have other members of our zoning team with us
tonight, including Steve Fehribach, with A&F Engineering, who is a traffic
engineer, Kevin Sumner and Duane Scher of Weihe Engineers, who are civil
engineers. Also Gary Weaver and Randy Sherman of Weaver Sherman Design
Group who are architects and who are instrumental in preparing the land plan for
this particular proposal, as well as John Dobosiewicz who is with my office and
who is a professional land planner. As your agenda indicates, the request before
you is a petition for zone map changes to rezone approximately 235 acres from
the Rural R-1 Zoning District and the Michigan Road Overlay District to a
Planned Unit Development to be known as the Wolf Run PUD, which would be
a mixed use community. This first exhibit that is on the projector and the screens
currently is the aerial photograph of the real estate which highlights the property
in yellow, and the property is approximately 235 acres that’s located in Union
Township, and it’s generally located south of and adjacent to State Road 32, west
of and adjacent to US Highway 421, and east of and adjacent to a portion of
County Road 900 East. The Wolf Run proposal is a proposal for a well-designed
master-planned residential community with a variety of home product offerings
with an appropriate mixed use component at the northeast section of the real
estate that I will review with you in a moment. The idea of the mixed use portion
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in the mixed use area that’s in the northeastern section of the site is to serve both
the residents of the Wolf Run neighborhood and other homeowners that might
live in close proximity to State Road 32 and US Highway 421. Stan, as a resident
of this community, and operator of the Wolf Run golf course for almost 30 years
understands how truly unique and distinct this property is. This site has numerous
hardwood trees and evergreen trees located throughout the property, and gently
rolling terrain that has numerous vists and views that overlook Eagle Creek.
Knowing the importance of the time and effort the Town has spent in developing
it’s plan documents, such as a comprehensive plan, the parks master plan, the
economic development strategic plan, Stan’s vision for the site was to
incorporate important elements of those plan documents into the proposal for this
community. These plain documents recommend new development pay attention
to many considerations, including the following: preserving, creating, and
maintaining successful green open space areas as an important and unique asset
for residents in the community, creating and extending pathways and providing
for pathway connections as part of the pedestrian and bicycle pathway network,
promoting high quality residential architecture with architectural integrity and
character, and encouraging diverse architectural styles in the residential
neighborhoods, and attracting beneficial retail, commercial, and office
opportunities. This next exhibit is a map from the Boone County Comprehensive
plan for this portion of Union Township, and again, you’ll see where the
intersection of State Road 32 and US 421 is located on that particular exhibit.
Specifically the future land use map of this portion of Union Township
designates a portion of the real estate as agricultural general, and a portion as
residential low. In 2010, the rule amendments for the comp plan also explains
that Union Township is continuing to experience intense development pressure
due to its proximity to Indianapolis and acces from US Highway 421. The text of
the 2010 rule amendment also sets forth the following general goals and
objectives for the Town for Union Township, including improving appearance of
residential subdivisions, improving the appearance of individual homes and
dwellings, incorporating anti-monotony provisions, and encouraging
developments that arrive at architectural designs and a variety of housing types,
also, encouraging mixed use development and flexibility to create traditional
neighborhood development and reduce dependency on automobiles and create
healthy pedestrian-oriented communities. As part of the submittal, we submitted
a very detailed statement regarding our thoughts and analysis of the
comprehensive plan. The reason I spend a little bit of time and explain some of
those thoughts to you, was that was Stan’s starting point for developing this
proposal, to understand and incorporate the recommendations and considerations
from these plan documents into the design of a PUD. The next step that Stan took
was to obtain input from builders experienced in this market. The builders that
Stan met with stressed the importance of ample open space and walking trails, a
high-quality community clubhouse and associated amenities, providing a mix of
home offerings, especially empty-nester types of products with smaller yards and
less maintenance, including for neighborhood parks, high quality architectural
design and the possibility or encouragement of a mixed-use component to
provide local services such as entertainment and retail opportunities, along with
restaurant and office uses. With the foregoing comprehensive plan and other
considerations in mind, Stan’s goal was to design a community that centered on
today’s families and how they live, while also taking efforts to maintain and
preserve the natural beauty of the site and provide you corridors within the
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community that showcase the unique property. With that background and vision
in mind, I’ll now review the Wolf Run proposal with you. This next exhibit is the
district map for this community, and some relevant items of note include the
following: the community will consist of 6 different types of residential lot areas
that are shown on that particular exhibit, which is also included in the PUD
Ordinance, and the color-coding that I’ll walk through in a moment sets forth
different types of lots and uses within the various use district areas. Again, as
I’ve already previously explained, we’ve included a mixed-use area in the
northeast corner, adjacent to State Road 32 and US 421, and major corridors
within the community. There will also be common areas and neighborhood parks
dispersed throughout the site with a very large open common area along the
eastern portion of the site adjacent to Eagle Creek. With that said, moving from
north to south, and again, I’m going to point, if you don’t mind, I’m going to
point over your shoulder because I know the public is facing this way. Hopefully
my pointer will read on the, well, it’s not going to read on your screen. I can still
walk through it. The top of the page to the north of State Road 32, that’s where
our main entrance will be located, and on the right-hand side of the page, or over
to the east, of course, would be US 421. If you look up in the northeastern section
of the real estate, that area that’s shaded in gray is the mixed use component that
I have been describing. This is where the mixed-use area would begin, consisting
of approximately 2 blocks that would permit buildings up to 3 stories in height,
with emphasis placed on the pedestrian at the street level. Again, that’s the area
that is shaded in gray on the use block map. The idea, and there is significant
detail contained in the PUD document itself, that had architectural standards,
development standards related to this useful lot area, this mixed-use area. I won’t
go through them all in detail, but just to highlight a few of the major points. It
promotes wide expansive sidewalks that will allow retail uses to spill outside the
buildings in the form of outdoor dining areas, courtyards, pocket parks to the
street. The sidewalks in that particular area of the community would be wider.
They’d be approximately 10 feet wide. The reason we do that in such a mixeduse area like this is so it promotes pedestrian activity in front of the different
first-floor retail shops and uses. So, that way, not only do you have a 5-foot
clearance path that pedestrians can walk by, but it gives the opportunity for any
businesses that might be located there, such as restaurants or other types of uses
to allow for some outdoor seating or outdoor gathering areas. Again, the idea
behind the mixed-use lot area is to provide active ground-floor uses that would
encourage types of retail and services that would be enjoyable to the local
community and folks within the community of Wolf Run and others in close
proximity nearby. Office and residential uses would be occurring on the upper
floors, the second and third floors of the mixed use buildings. There will also be
two park areas located within the mixed-use component that would be available,
of course, to the general public. There will also be a trail extension a little bit
further to the south that will feed into a trail network that’s located on the eastern
portion of the property that I will also describe in a moment. As you start to
move further south through the community, the main boulevard is referred to as
Wolf Run Parkway, and as you start to slowly move to the south, you’ll see the
areas, the lots that are highlighted in orange, and so that is the next use area that
I’ll talk about within this portion of the development, and that area would be the
rear-loaded or the alley types of homes. Again, they’re shaded in dark orange on
the plan that you’re reviewing. Just to the south of that orange area, the south and
east that are shown in shaded and light gray area, would be the empty-nester
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product, as well, if you look over to the west across from Wolf Run Parkway,
there is also another segment, or another cluster of empty-nester lots. With the
lots in orange, the alley or the rear-loaded lots, the idea behind that type of lot
layout would be to pull those homes up closer to the sidewalks to reinforce and
highlight the mixed-use character of the area that’s just north of it. South and
eastern edges of that area will also be tree-lined, and it’s important that the sidewidth walk connections I’ll also review in a moment also go entirely around the
site so that best access is available to all. If you continue moving further south
along Wolf Run Parkway Boulevard, you’ll see lots that are shaded in a beige
color, which would be on the eastern perimeter of the site, and they overlook the
Eagle Creek basin. Those would the location of the estate-sized lots for the
development, and again, they provide very good views going down into the Eagle
Creek basin. You’ll also see lots that are colored in the brown and the light
orange and yellow. That is moving further south and under the central portion of
the community. That’s where the residential core area is. The family lots would
be shaded in a brown color. The family A lots, then we have family B lots that
are short and shaded in a light orange, and then the family C lots that are shaded
in yellow. In a moment, I’ll go through the character of these types of homes, but
again, there are specific architectural standards for how the residential homes
would appear throughout the community. Further, the idea behind mixing the
lots, different types of lots with different types of lot sizes is to provide a variety
of views within the neighborhood, a certain dynamic that we have found in
talking to builders, is something that’s desired in the marketplace. The idea that
you have sub-areas of different lot types, yet they can all work together as one
with an overall community. I’d also point out that you’ll see in the middle of the
site plan, there is a large blue area that is an existing pond. Just below it, you’ll
see there is reference to a clubhouse. That would be the location of the
community clubhouse and amenities that I’ll also describe in a moment. The
community has specific standards regarding size and the types of amenities that
would be associated with that community clubhouse. There will be a significant
financial investment in that particular structure, and it will be very important to
the vibrancy of the community as a whole. The final areas that you’ll see are
shaded in green. And, those are all the areas throughout the site that consists of
common areas and open spaces. And, we’ve done that in order to provide
different areas throughout the site that we not only can incorporate common
areas, but also incorporate small pocket parks, neighborhood parks, etc. The area
to the east, adjacent to 421, where Eagle Creek would be located, is a very large,
of course, open space, common area that would be preserved. Again, will have a
very significant pathway network that I’ll review with you in one moment.
Again, as I’ve mentioned behind tab D of your PUD would be the specific
development standards matrix for all the lots that are proposed within Wolf Run,
and then the PUD contains behind tab E, the architectural design requirements
for the residential homes, and then behind tab F, a character imagery for the
homes that we propose within the community. Stan anticipated price ranges for
the various home offerings to start around $400,000 and go up to around a
million to a million and half dollars depending on the location and type of lot,
etc. The exhibit that I have on the screen currently is exhibits, more exhibits were
included behind tab F of the PUD that depict examples of the home character,
architecture and imagery. We’ve pulled out some of those to give you a flavor of
what the concept would look like. The images at the top row would be the
character imagery for the estate area. Again, that’s the area that just runs just
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directly west along the ridge that would overlook the Eagle Creek basin. The
middle row is character imagery of the alley lots that I described previously. The
bottom row is character imagery for the empty-nester type of lots. The next set of
exhibits at the top, the top row would show character imagery for homes
proposed in the family area A lots. The middle row would be family area B lots.
And, the bottom row would be family area C lots. Again, within this community
itself, there are numerous character imagery examples that also more importantly
correspond to the written text of the community regarding architectural standards
that would be proposed. Behind tab G of the PUD, now going back to the mixeduse district, that would be the upper end, northeast portion of the site. Tab G of
the PUD are the architectural design requirements, the written text requirements
for the mixed use area building, and then behind tab H, again our character
imagery for the mixed-use buildings themselves. The photographs that I have on
the screen currently give you an idea of how the PUD for mixed-use area could
marry up to actual building examples in the mixed use area. This next set of
images goes back to the community amenity center and clubhouse. I described
this location, which is near the center of the community, nestled in a wooded
area. There would be a significant financial investment in this particular amenity
area. The PUD also requires that certain things come along with the clubhouse,
such as a swimming pool. Indoor and outdoor gathering spaces are also provided
for and required. Again, it’s designed and located in a way to take advantage of
the scenic views that exist around this portion of the site. The clubhouse would
be a minimum of 3,000 square feet with gym, exercise areas, outdoor pool,
outdoor gathering areas, and again, behind tab J of your PUD is character
imagery, which I’m showing currently, for the clubhouse. As far as summarizing
the site plan, the site plan provides for sidewalks to show you this exhibit is
included behind tab I in your PUD. I’ve talked about it generally, but what we’ve
put together is an exhibit that we’ve included with the PUD that shows a required
pedestrian network for the site. And, so you’ll see shown with a dark blue line
are the sidewalks to be located within the mixed-use area. Again, those sidewalks
would be 10 feet in width to provide for outdoor activity, as well as a passage
way, a clearance passage way for folks on the sidewalks. The areas, the lines that
are highlighted in green, are all the internal sidewalks within the community that
would be 5 feet in width. You’ll then see red dashed lines, and those depict the
starting points and connections over to the pathway and trail network that we’re
proposing on the eastern portion of the site, which would be an 8-foot asphalt
multi-use path that would have some trail head areas in various locations. It also
shows through looking at some of your strategic plans and the park’s master plan,
it does show for the availability of connectivity of the pathway along the eastern
portion of the property going to the east toward 421, as well as to the south.
Obviously, pedestrian connectivity, pedestrian activity, trail systems like this,
were very important to Stan when he was looking at this project and determining
how to lay it out, in conjunction with your other plain documents. Again, I’m
sure many of the people in this room have not seen the real estate. Some have
seen it. It’s very scenic. It’s very beautiful. And, Stan is exercising significant
efforts to make this type of scenic views available to the general public, not only
to the folks that may live within the community itself. With the availability of
utility service, the current R-1 zoning classification for the property would permit
1 home per acre, and 5,000 square foot lots. The Wolf Run PUD proposed lot
sizes vary, but all of which exceed 5,000 square feet. The PUD also has very
specific architectural standards for both the homes and the mixed-use buildings
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that would occur. The PUD would allow a maximum of 360 single-family
attached homes on the 235 acres for a density of approximately 1.5 homes per
acre. The benefits that the PUD offers to the community is that the PUD requires
specific architectural design standards for the homes and the buildings, provides
for expected and expansive sidewalk and trail networks, requires accessible open
space and preservation areas. The community is open to the public, of course, so
anybody can enjoy it. The trail system will again, as I mentioned, allows for
future connectivity. There is proposed a very unique clubhouse with high
architectural standards that would be a center place for the community. As I’ve
described, the community requires a mix of residential home offerings, including
empty-nester homes, traditional single-family homes, and estate lots, as well as a
limited amount of retail and office use as contemplated by the Michigan Road
Overlay. Again, intended to serve the residents in the Wolf Run community and
the residents of the vicinity there, too. Further design of the community,
substantial effort has been taken to preserve and maintain areas of existing trees
and utilizing unique topography of the site contours. The site design layout
ensures that the actual beauty of the site will be a focal point of the Wolf Run
community. With that said, a few closing remarks. We did conduct a
neighborhood meeting on December 2 with the surrounding neighbors that
received notice of the next Plan Commission hearing to explain the proposal to
them and to answer their questions. In conclusion, Stan’s goal is to develop a
unique community that incorporates the plan objectives of the Town’s
comprehensive plan, and other plan documents, so that the Wolf Run community
will be of benefit, and not only to those who may live in Wolf Run, but to those
who live in the Town as a whole. We understand, again, as you’ve described, Mr.
President, that we would come back to you in January, and we look forward to
that. We’ll, of course, remain available to answer any questions that you may
have after public input. We want to be deliberate in hearing not only the input
from residents of the Town, but also Plan Commission members, so that we can
take that all under consideration, continue with working with staff and make any
modifications or improvements or enhancements to the proposal that may be
necessary or appropriate. But, with that said, we do appreciate your time tonight
in allowing us to make this initial presentation.
Franz

All right. Thank you very much. All right. Before we start public comment,
obviously there are a lot of people who want to speak. We’ve allotted the 1/2
hour. If you do come up and speak, you need to state your name, your address. In
some of the letters from remonstrators, there are a lot of recurrent issues, items
that are being brought up. Try to keep it brief because there are a lot of people
who want to speak. So, with that, I will let it go and get through. We have a
representative of one group that’s going to start this off.

Andreoli

Thank you. For the record, my name is Mike Andreoli, 1393 West Elm Street, an
attorney here in Zionsville. I have been hired by, right now it I think it’s upwards
of 65 families, or maybe more than that at this particular point in time, to
remonstrate against this particular project in almost all particulars. The more we
learned about the project the more we were attempting to vet it, the more
concerns that my clients had in the area regarding the proposed project itself. On
the 11th of December, I wrote the Board recognizing there could not be an
automatic continuance, although it probably would be very suitable given the fact
that it was just rolled out to the community on the 7th. Knowing that the
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limitations that you have in the state statute, you have to open the meetings, so
now it’s not subject to your automatic continuance requirements, but we would
renew that request to have this matter tabled. I don’t know whether tabling it to
the January meeting would be appropriate or whether it would make more sense
to table it until subsequent meetings dealing with the fact that there is a lot of
vetting to do with this particular project. Remember, they may have been dealing
with this project for a number of months, but it was rolled out to the community
on the 7th, and so we’re trying to review the project, trying to vet it, look at some
of the documents that have been filed with the goal of trying to prevent, or trying
to present to the Plan Commission an organized and thoughtful remonstrance of
this project. That’s our goal, to try to be coherent in our thoughts presented in a
professional manner, and also present documents as well as testimony or
comments in front of the Plan Commission. So, that’s certainly our goal tonight.
As such, we have a list of speakers. I will speak. Mr. Espe will speak. Shari
Richey and Dave Rowe and Doug Boles will address the Plan Commission
tonight. There may be others who would want to speak, and I would only say to
them that I have created a signup sheet. So, when you come to speak, please
make sure that you go ahead and put your name and your address, and enunciate
those for the record so that we can move forward, and I’ll leave the sheet here.
The meeting that we had on the 7th was significant in many ways given the fact
that it was the first opportunity that most of my clients had to understand what
Mr. Burton was proposing for converting the world class golf club to a planned
unit development, multi-use project. They keep referring, this refers to living
units, three hundred and some living units, but there also are several hundred
apartment complexes. The total number of dwelling units in this particular
project, as proposed, is in excess of 500, not 300. Notwithstanding, we think even
300 is too dense for this particular area. Reviewing the aerial that was put up, and
what you have in your packets, you will notice that to the south, you have the
Timberwolf, and I’ll talk a little bit about that. I can share with you all the
members of Timberwolf are remonstrating and opposed to this particular project,
as well as most of those in the adjacent areas are opposed to this. But, if you look
at the surrounding ambience, you’re talking about large estates, and nothing akin
to what is being proposed is adjacent. This will be totally foreign and unusual to
this particular area to inject, we believe, unnecessary density, traffic, and
diminish the quality of life and property values which we will develop at a later
meeting. I look forward on our behalf to present to you. While this says a R-1
classification, this was an accompanying classification. This golf course was
conducted many, many years ago, built many years ago by Mr. Jack Leer. The
Timberwolf development was also profited by Mr. Leer and his family to create
the development right next to the golf course. The Timberwolf development was
platted in 1993, so it’s got a number of years on it. The homes there, people have
been living in that subdivision for 23-24 years, and when they bought their
homes in that area, and when other homes have been either built or developed
adjacent to surrounding areas, they were done on large lots, and low density.
And, they were built with the expectation that a world class golf course that had
been started years ago would be in existence and would be maintained.
Interesting thing about this classification, in Carmel, as Mr. Shinaver knows, and
a lot of other communities, these golf courses are put there for zoning
classifications. You’re putting in hard zone classifications or special needs
classifications. This one has just remained in a R-1 classification in the County.
You’ve inherited that classification when we did our reorganization, that came in
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as part of that zone map of that reorganization. But, to suggest that somehow or
another that this ought to develop in that capacity, or develop in a capacity that
is much more dense, we just think that it’s wrong and not supported by your
master plan or any other facet that’s been asserted. Timberwolf, and I want the
Plan Commission to consider this, Timberwolf has 77 acres, 16 lots. 16 lots on
77 acres. Compare that to what is being proposed. It was a golf course. It’s one
thing to take a piece of land, whether farmland or other, when you build a house
next to it, you put a subdivision next to it, you understand there may be a master
plan for the raw land, and eventually, or at some point, that raw land will be
converted to something other than just farmland or raw land. What the applicants
are doing here is taking a golf course that is in existence, and operating, and
wanting to densify that with a multi-use development. You know, it’s akin to
taking a residential subdivision out and putting multi-family next to another
residential subdivision, just simply because you might be able to maximize your
profit margin by doing that. It’s not good planning. It’s not right, and it certainly
affects the quality of life and the property values of residents of Timberwolf and
those living in the area. The 8 lots bordering on this course, immediate to the
course, range from 2 acres to 7.59. The average of those is 3.85 acres per lot,
along the border with the Wolf Run golf course that’s proposed. So, I would hope
that the Plan Commission, as we continue to vet this, would provide you with
additional information.
Andreoli

There is a true difference in the Community between what is there now, what
they’ve built, their expectation, and what is being proposed for this development.
At the meeting the other night, on the 7th, several questions were asked, one of
which is where are you going to get sewers. We’ve never received an adequate
understanding. We never received adequate information on how that’s going to
happen, when it’s going to happen, if it’s going to happen. My clients are very
concerned about the development itself, the density of the development itself.
They’re also concerned about making this, making sure this is not amateur hour.
I asked Mr. Burton at the December 7th meeting, who is the developer, and he
said, “I am.” And, you could feel the chill in the group when those comments
were made. Why is that important? Because if it’s a developer that you know,
and can partner with that has a track record that has done these things before, that
have maintained property values before, that when they said they were going to
build houses of a certain value, you could see that they did that. You can go to
the property tax records and check all of that. We have none of that here. Mr.
Burton is not a developer. He gave no indication that he’s, he said he would just
hire people to develop it with. That sent chills through my clients, I must tell you,
that particular evening. Worried about it. First, they don’t believe the
development should be developed, and should be approved, but second of all, if
there is anything that’s going to be built, they worry about making sure it’s done
correctly, or done right, or done pursuant to the commitments that are made, and
all of those types of things. So, it really is a real problem in this situation because
we don’t have anything to go look at. We don’t have another development that
they’ve done. There is no track record connected with any of this. Whether
you’ve attempted to operate, maintain a golf course for a period of time does not
necessarily suggest that you could tackle a project like this, take this project and
make sure that it works correctly, it’s done on a timely basis, the financing is
there, and those types of things. All of that we’ll continue to vet, we’ll continue
to bring to your attention as this moves forward, and for obvious reasons, we
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couldn’t get all of that done tonight, and we respect your ability to go ahead and
continue this to another date. Mr. Espey, do you want to come up and go after
that?
Espey

My name is Ed Espey. This is my family on the front row. My dog Silvie, down
there. We live on 12 acres that borders up against that bottom little line there,
they have right there, right up against the property line of Wolf Run golf club,
and I’m here mainly to speak about Wolf Run golf club, because I gave Jack Leer
money to help buy the land for Wolf Run in 1987, and we opened in 1989. I’m
the founding member. My number at the club is #3. I’ve played more rounds at
Wolf Run than anybody else in the world, second place isn’t even close. A lot of
us that have played at Wolf Run are right here in this room, and we all think it is
just a travesty, not only for Zionsville, but Boone County, but actually for the
State of Indiana. Because, there are people from all over the world that have
heard of Zionsville, Indiana, for one reason, Wolf Run golf club. I’ve met a lot of
famous people, and I’ve played golf with them, had lunch with them. And, it’s all
because of Wolf Run golf club. I’m talking about people like Michael Jordan and
Larry Bird and Mike Ditka and Peyton Manning and Pete Sampras and the
Eagles, including Glenn Frey and Nick Falco, and many, many more. I doubt if
they ever show up and come out and see these 340 zero lot lines. All the great
college teams from all over the country, and their coaches came to Wolf Run to
play in golf tournaments here. Universities like Stanford, Penn State, Indiana,
Purdue, Georgia, Florida, University of Illinois, just to name a few. There is
college kids that are now professionals, and even playing in the Ryder Cup. They
came to Zionsville, Indiana, and stayed here for one reason, Wolf Run golf club.
I don’t think those pros are going to come back to see the 340 zero lot lines. Wolf
Run was rated in the top 20 courses in the country for modern courses built after
1980. This subdivision wouldn’t even make it in the top 20 subdivisions in
central Indiana. What I’m saying is this, we have something here that is very,
very special, right here in Zionsville, Indiana. And, I’m sure that people on the
Zoning Board and Planning Commission realize the importance of keeping
Zionsville a very special, unique community. I know this because they have done
a wonderful job of doing just that, and that’s exactly why most of us here in the
room live here in Zionsville, Indiana. There are people, and this is confirmed,
that have offered the Burton family millions of dollars to keep it a golf course.
Our hope is that the Commission sees the benefits of having a world class golf
course, and Jack Leer’s legacy, right here in our community rather than succumb
to the green desires of someone that would bulldoze it over like it was a cornfield
just for the money. Maybe the Burton family can take those millions all for them,
keep it a golf course, and buy another property, and put up 350 zero lot lines,
instead of bulldozing over Steve Smyer’s masterpiece known all over the world.
Thank God, and I mean this from the bottom of my heart, thank God that there is
a Town Council and a Planning Commission right here in Boone County,
Indiana, that can keep something like this from happening. Thank God.

Franz

Can we keep the applause down? I know you’re supportive of him, but we’ve got
to keep this thing moving. Thank you.

Richey

Trust me, based on my public speaking skills, there won’t be any here other than
to get us to the next speaker. Thank you, Ed and Mr. Andreoli, and thank you to
the Plan Commission. My name is Shari Alexander Richey. I am a 19-year
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resident of Zionsville and Timberwolf. My husband and I built out there and
actually got in in 1999. I am also a Zionsville Community School Board member,
so don’t throw anything, but I do say that in all seriousness to make sure that you
know that my comments are from me as a private citizen, and they are in no way
reflective of the Board or my Board colleagues who are in the school
administration. I think you guys probably got a letter. You probably got several
letters today and last weekend. So, I won’t repeat everything in my letter, but
because there are so many here tonight, I do want to hit some of the high points
from what I, my husband and I, viewed as the issue here for us. First of all, we
did learn about this on the 7th as well. My husband is a member of the club, and I
don’t think he has quite the stories that Ed does, but he’s played at the club since
we lived there. We were not notified until our neighbors contiguous to Wolf Run
received a certified letter, which was dated 11/30. So, we met on the 7th and
heard about it for the first time. After hearing the presentation, and
understanding, sort of, the motivations, I think from Mr. Burton’s perspective, we
reflected on what is the Town’s plan. What does the Town or the Plan
Commission have in mind for Zionsville? So, we studied the 405 pages on the
internet, which, thank you for having that available, and all the amendments, the
pages of which I don’t know what that they amount to. But, there is probably
500-600 pages that you are all very familiar with, and I thank you for the
transparency in the planning that’s’ happened since 2003. It was very helpful.
But, I want to hit some of the high points from what you, as an entity, and as a
Town, have said are important in how things are planned. I kept hearing that to
the proposed development and the rezoning here. First of all, does this
development preserve the beauty of the natural environment? I don’t think so.
And, I’ve given you references in a letter as to where I’m getting these excerpts.
Does this support the land use principle that the intensity and density of
development, specifically residential development, decreases as it is located
further from the core of the Town. No, it doesn’t. Does it ensure overall low
density development? Absolutely not. 349 homes, plus 200 apartments, whether
they have in 10 years or tomorrow, that’s 560 rounded, living units on 160 acres
with 100,000 square feet to 200,000 in retail, office, and mixed-use development.
There is nothing low density about that, no matter what perspective you’re
coming at. Does this evidence growth and development in a planned manner?
No. I mean, there is nothing that is reflective of the philosophy that you, as a
body, or that we, as a Town, can take in in any of the development up to this
point, the last 25 years. There is nothing gradual, and there is certainly nothing
strategic about it. Other high points, keeping in mind that we’re under 20 minutes
as a group left, I don’t believe there is anything in the current plan that aligns
with the 2020 Comprehensive Plan. I don’t think it respects the unique rural and
natural character of the area, and I’m not just talking about Timberwolf. There is
a lot of people here that live in the neighborhood, if you will, up in Union, and
it’s not just the 21 residences in Timberwolf. The existing density is ignored. My
calculation, I’m just a CPA, is 560 divided by 160 is 3.5 dwelling units per acre,
and I think it’s absurd. It doesn’t even address the roads or the infrastructure
that’s going to be needed, that’s frankly needed now, for an additional 2000
residents or the traffic associated with the mixed use retail space. I guess, you
know, as I, and I think you saw this in a letter that I wrote, instead of just coming
and complaining, because I’m use to that being a School Board member, it’s
really nice when people come to talk in a public forum and say, you know, what
might we do to solve this issue. And, one of the issues I thought about as a Town
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that we’ve attacked and solved over the last 5 years is, you know, in 2008 when
Mitch Daniels and the government said it’s time to let the State take over school
funding. We didn’t realize that a recession was going to occur in 2009, and we
didn’t realize that property tax caps and all the other things associated with that
change were going to cause such consternation and chaos in Zionsville. But, what
did we do? We partnered, we being the school, the Town, you guys were
involved. And, everyone that was involved in terms of how do we solve one of
our issues, which is the residential and commercial development. We had 93%
residential, 7% commercial. You guys were a big part of determining that we
needed to be at 80/20 by 2020. 80% residential, 20% commercial. So, wouldn’t
you know it, Jim Longest, who’s on the School Board, who is brilliant, as you
probably know, comes up with an idea that maybe we could buy the Dow
property, 100 acres. They wouldn’t sell it in parcels, and then sell it to the Town.
And then the Town could become a developer, if you will. Well, look what that’s
done. I mean, in one fell swoop, we got 100 acres and we’re about ready to find
that fully occupied just in a matter of years. So, again, that’s not applause to the
school, it’s just applause to this Town coming together in an innovative way.
And, I think as it relates to this development, the one good thing so far, Stan, that
we can thank you for, is that we have come together. We are becoming much
more aware of this urban sprawl, this suburban sprawl. And, we don’t want to be
like Fishers, and we don’t want to be like Carmel. We want to be Zionsville.
And, I thinkFranz

-Please, please.

Richey

Really. It’s not even worth, it’s not worth applause. But, I think the thing, that,
you know, from that issue, I look at this one and say, again, I respect somebody
wanting to do something with the ground, and yet, I think it’s the absolute
converse compared to where this Town is headed and where we need to go. And,
I think based on the fact that we can solve problems, we should consider, and you
should consider if you haven’t already, can we update the strategic plan? Can we
help you come up with a way at reflects today’s, you know, current state, and
figure out what are we going to do? Can we keep this nationally renowned golf
course, as Ed put it, and put it back up on the heights that it was, and have it
become yet another unique asset that it was before, to attract things and
developments that we’ve not even thought of. So, I would just end with, you
know, time is of the essence. We live in a vibrant economy that is operating at
levels not seen in the past 17 years. We have contiguous states, I’m thinking
about Michigan and Illinois, experiencing record deficits, sending businesses and
people to our state and to our community on a weekly basis. Our neighbors of
Hamilton County continue expansion at a frenetic pace. Frankly, there is a lot of
things to be encouraged about. But, let’s do what we, Zionsvillians, are known
for. Let’s not run the fastest race, but let’s run the smartest one. I respectfully ask
that you strongly oppose this request for rezoning and your recommendation of
the Town Council, and consider how we can help you with a long-term plan.
Thank you.

Franz

Okay. Thank you. All right. Just to let you know, we’re down to about 7 minutes
of remaining public comment.
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Rowe

I’m Dr. David Rowe, a Zionsville resident for about 8 years. I live in Timberwolf
at 9198 Timberwolf Lane. I’m here on behalf of my wife, my children, and my
neighbors. First of all, I’d like to say that this certainly is not a Timberwolf issue.
This is a Zionsville, Boone County issue. I think if you look at the documents
from the Boone County Comprehensive Plan and the Zionsville Comprehensive
Plan, which I think a lot of folks in the audience have done this evening, you’ll
see a 4-word phrase which talks about rural small town character. And, I think
that’s what the angle that I’m looking at this whole development about, is this
certainly is not a small, rural town character development. This is a community
being dropped into a minimal amount of acreage, which is really going to be selfcontained. It’s going to be very difficult to access those trails from really any
other point within Zionsville or Whitestown, or any other surrounding areas.
And, I think one of my biggest concerns about this that I have seen is that the
integrity and the dedication that folks like yourself have done for essentially free,
to develop these long-term plans. The secular of medicine that I’m in has to deal
with a lot of processes and a lot of planning, and you certainly can’t leapfrog,
which is another characteristic of this report. You cannot leapfrog from a
community or residential area out at your rural area without the supporting
infrastructure. And, I think my neighbors before me have spoken very eloquently
about how that’s going to put a strain, that’s going to put a strain on the fire
department, the police. It’s going to put a strain on the schools, and it’s going to
cause a lot of excess difficulty for those, the folks already living in the area
versus those that are considering moving into the area. And, so, if you’re just
looking at what has already been planned and was already outlined, opening this
door for this type of residential development will not stop here. It will continue at
multiple different parcels, and it will continue down multiple different roads. It
will continue down other smaller areas where all of a sudden we’re going to lose
our rural small town character. We will absolutely lose it, and that’s not
acceptable. It’s not tolerable. And, so, as my neighbors before me, I implore you
that this is not the right opportunity. As I said at our December 7th meeting, I am
all for anyone being successful in life. If you put forth the hard work and the
dedication, I wish you nothing but the ultimate success. Make all the money you
can. It’s a beautiful thing about this country. But, I will say this, that you cannot
impede, nor can you prohibit others from success due to your previous mistakes.
And, I think that’s what we’re looking at here. I sold my house in Charlotte,
North Carolina, at the wrong time. That wasn’t the government’s fault. It wasn’t
my neighborhood’s fault. It was my fault. All right. So, and the same instance
here. You cannot just let someone develop something because it’s economically
feasible, and sacrificing essentially your rural small town character that
Zionsville is known for. Thank you.

Franz

All right. Thank you. Is there one more? You’re down to 4 minutes.

Boles

Well, good. Nobody really wants to hear me talk anyway. My name is Doug
Boles. I live at 9363 Tundra Drive. And I think I want to make it clear first, thank
you, members of the Plan Commission, for taking your time this evening and
throughout the weeks to prepare for these meetings. It’s folks like you that really
make our country great. Thank you for volunteering, and it’s really great what
you guys are doing. Another thing I’d like to make clear is, my wife and I moved
to Zionsville 17 years ago this February. We chose Zionsville because of what
makes Zionsville special. The idea that Zionsville decided not do to what Carmel
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does, not to do what Whitestown is doing, not do to what Westfield does, but
Zionsville decided to do it their way. Planned, steady, methodical. Shari said it
perfectly. They chose to make sure they won the race, not the segments if it’s a
Nascar race, but you won the race and you do that through strategy and planning.
And, I moved to Zionsville, in particular, Timberwolf, not because I play golf. In
fact, I’ve played golf 10 times in my life, and have not once played at Wolf Run,
and I moved because of the character of Zionsville, Indiana. If you look at your
comprehensive planning guidelines, it really should set the tone for how
development takes place. In fact, it has set the tone for how development takes
place in the Town of Zionsville, but what offends me the most about this
proposal is not that it’s a PUD, in fact, there are places for PUDs. PUDs are great
tools to develop, but they shouldn’t be tools to circumvent the rules. And, in fact,
you can’t find another PUD until you get 5 miles away from Wolf Run. You
bypass every single type of residential zoning requirement. So, in Union
Township, for example, in the 2000 census, there were approximately 715 homes
in Union Township. In 2010, we were up to 865. That’s an increase of about
20%. By adding 520 units, you are going to increase by 60% the number of
homes in Union Township overnight. It is not how Zionsville plans, and this is
the reason that this should be defeated when you guys are considering it. You
know, Zionsville really is, it really is a special place. Union Township is virtually
90% ag-related, R-1 or R-2. In fact, there is only one R-3 development. It’s in the
very, very southeastern corner of Union Township. So, this goes against what the
comprehensive plan stands for, that Village atmosphere, ensuring the low density
development, all the things that this Town has done so well over time. You
know, we could talk about all the other issues, the streets along 900 barely
accommodate the folks going in and out of there now. They’re narrow. The
elevation changes. You add 2000 residents trying to drive through there, it is a
public safety hazard. The thing about public safety and police officers, Zionsville
Police Department and Boone County folks do a tremendous job. In my 17 years
in this neighborhood, I’ve never seen a ZPD officer north of 200 on 900. It’s not
their district. In fact, District 2 stops at 400 and 875. So, how are we going to
police that, especially in the day and age when our law enforcement folks at the
Sheriff’s level are struggling as it is? This is a drastic deviation from what should
happen with this property. The R-1 single-family homes that are immediately
south and surrounding are those homes that invested there because the property
to the north of us was R-1. I’ll tell you that today, if my wife and I were still in
Noblesville today, and thinking about coming to Zionsville in that same spot, we
would stop before we understood where this was going, before we invested in
that property out there. You know, I work in Indianapolis, and between a lot of
the neighborhoods that are in transition, and gentrification is a term that we hear
an awful lot. And that’s related to people going into homes, or neighborhoods
that have fallen upon tough times and trying to renovate them and prop them up.
And, really what happens is, yes, we rebuild those homes. We drive out low and
middle income homes, and we force them out into other areas. At some level, this
is the exact opposite of gentrification. And I tried to figure out what an antonym
for gentrification would be, and there really isn’t one. But, if I had to come up
with something, I would say we’re communizing the Town of Zionsville. By
that, I mean, we are making it ordinary. And, what makes us different is the fact
that we don’t have to be Carmel. We don’t have to be Whitestown. We don’t
have to take the fast dollar. We do the right thing, which is plan things out, and
say that value of that dollar today is going to be worth 5 times more if we do the
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right thing 10 years and 20 years down the road. And, for those reasons, I would
just consider, would ask you to consider this, and leave the zoning as it is, not
just for the neighbors immediately south, or the neighbors surrounding that area,
but for the entire Town of Zionsville. Because what sets us apart is that rural
nature, is that rural character. It is the fact that we’re different than every other
community, not just in Central Indiana, but in my mind, in every other
community around the country.
Franz

All right. Thank you. And, that will wrap up the public comment.

Angstadt

Mr. President, before we close for comment, I would be interested in presenting
one in favor of the project in the audience.

Franz

Okay. We’re wrapping up public comment now, tonight. There is going to be
other opportunities for public comment as this hearing continues. So, I’ll give
you a minute. Okay?

Angstadt

Absolutely. And, you probably all think I’m a real idiot right, for staying here in
support of this. My name is Gary Angstadt. I live at 345 West Hawthorne Street
in the Village, and I’m a realtor. One good thing about this, I think it’s probably
an urban myth that years and years ago five building permits were auctioned off a
year for Zionsville. For those of us who’ve lived in Zionsville, and slamming
close that date, maybe that’s okay. That would be fine with me, frankly. But,
that’s not how we elevate as growth is somewhat inevitable. I do think this
project has many positive aspects. When I’m helping buyers buy a house in
Zionsville, which I do several times a year, especially from out of state, we’re
lucky to find 3 or 4 houses to look at in a given price point. We can find 20 in
Carmel, so guess where they typically buy? They typically wander over into
Carmel to buy a house.

Franz

Please, please.

Angstadt

So, this does give us a lot of options in housing, a lot of different price points. I
think the trails and open space are great, and with that, I appreciate your time
tonight. Thank you.

Franz

All right. With that, we’ll close public comment tonight. But, once again, if this
hearing is continued, the comments will open back up. At this point in time, I
would open it up to questions from the Plan Commission.

Jones

I’ve always got some. Is there anyone here from Weihe Engineers that can speak
on some of the topography and the drainage issues?

Sumner

Kevin Sumner with Weihe Engineers.

Jones

One of the things that popped up repeatedly in a lot of the remonstrance letters is
just about general drainage issues in the area. As I went through the concept plan
and Exhibit B1, it kind of laid out where retention ponds are planned for the
subdivision. My concern is, like we said, we’ve got potential 360 lots, potentially
for 200 apartments, 100,000 square feet of commercial space, which, and a
related question will be just how much mixed-use commercial space there will
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be? According to my math, there could be 100,000 square feet of ground level,
approximately 300,000 square feet above-grade. So, my question is, given that
amount of hard surface, I see that several of the retention ponds basically follow
right along the line of the flood zone on the east side of the property. The central
one on the south edge kind of sits behind that ridge, and kind of runs through the
property up here, that one went above and will drain to the west, and then the one
in the center of the property I’m not quite sure. So, I think my concern is, is there
really adequate land, is there really adequate retention ponds in this plan for the
amount of hardscape that’s going to be developed. And, I’m struggling to see
how it’s going to work.
Sumner

Well, this is that rezoning stage of the project. So, we haven’t done all the
analysis of the drainage for the entire site. And, what we typically do for
developments like this is we take a certain percentage of land that’s going to be
impervious and then we plan on a certain plan view area of what we would
typically need. So, it’s kind of hard to answer the questions at this point because
we just haven’t gotten to that detail.

Jones

So, we’re looking at conceptual plans, we’re looking at conceptual drainage. So,
we really don’t know.

Sumner

Yes. We have done, we’ve actually just finished up the actual surveying, the
topographical surveying, just, I think, about 3 weeks ago, maybe 2 weeks ago.
So, its’ just pretty early on at this stage.

Jones

My other question would be back for Jim Shinaver. He made the comment about
there being, these being limited to 3-story on the mixed-use commercial. I don’t
find that stated anywhere in the current, I see the 50-foot, the request for a 50foot building height, which, to me, would permit first floor commercial and up to
3 floors of either office or apartment or something above, which equates to 4story buildings, and even in the exhibits you showed, you show 4-story buildings
in mixed-use areas. So, which is it?

Shinaver

The intent was for 3-story buildings, and the maximum retail or commercial area
would be 50,000 square feet, and the maximum retail or commercial area would
be 50,000 square feet, and the maximum permitted office would be 50,000
square feet. So, regardless if it’s 3-stories, we put a cap on what those types of
uses would be. We do not see based on the area of that, that particular portion of
the community that it would accommodate a total of 100,000 square feet, which
would be 50,000 retail/commercial, 50,000 office, as well as the multi-family
component. We don’t see it absorbing that much, but we want to provide some
maximums, so that there was some insurance in how the maximum.

Jones

You understand our concern whenever a planned urban development comes
before us, we have to assume that the developer will go for the maximums. I
guess, I’m still not completely clear what you’re saying. So, when you say
maximum 50,000 of retail and 50,000 of commercial, that’s a gross number, or
the net square footage of the footprint? And, you’re not going to find it.
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Shinaver

Well, what we can do for your assurance, is we will make sure that we clearly
revisit that with Mr. DeLong’s office and make sure that we prepare language
that will provide the assurance I believe you’re looking for so it’s clear.

Jones

Wayne, is my question making sense?

DeLong

What you’re touching on is fairly similar language that was provided in The
Farm PUD. Certainly what you’re getting at is the same thing that you brought
up, the fact that The Farm is being discussed, and was brought through.
Certainly, some are fine to that, because the maximums, you’re jumping at, you
know, there is two maximums, but in theory, the site does not yield all the
maximums all at once. So, certainly some additional language for clarification.

Franz

I guess is the footprint of the buildings 100,000 square feet, or is it 50,000 square
feet, two floors with the third floor for apartments?

Shinaver

My understanding is the footprint of the building wouldn’t necessarily be that
amount because we’d have the footprint of a building that would be a 3-story
building, for example. So, you might have a retail use on the first floor. You
might have an office use on the second floor, but again, we will work on
language to make sure there is assurance that you have proper language when we
come back in January, to provide red lines with that language to Mr. DeLong so
he can review as well. And, any specific direction or specific comments that you
would desire in that regard, if you are able to email those to Mr. DeLong. He
would have them so that would be followed up with him. We can review that and
correlate as we need to into the document.

Franz

Even at a100,000 square foot footprint, if the next story up was 200 apartments,
those are 500 square foot apartments. I mean, if it’s 50,000, we’re talking, I
mean, I don’t know how you could even approach 200, but, that needs to be
discussed.

Jones

Then the other was just regarding the traffic study. Reading through that, it seems
like the entry and exit off of 32, no traffic signals. If I remember off the top of
my head, one of them was rated an E, which I guess is not particularly good, at
these vehicles stacking up on 32 trying to enter and exit the property. I was
hoping there would be somebody here who did the traffic study just to ask a
question about, also, when you come into the grade changes that are there along
32. You know, there has been a lot of effort in creating a roundabout, but now
we’ve got the roundabout, but when you start heading west on 32, you’re going
to come to an entrance to a subdivision on a slope where the hours are going to
be in the dark hours, no signalization. I’m just generally concerned about how
safe that will be considering that entry is designed or, expected most to be the
entry and exit for this development.

Shinaver

Yes, sir. With that said, we do have the traffic engineer here tonight, Steve
Fehribach. I’d like to introduce him, and Steve can walk through with you the
analysis and recommendations regarding that.

Fehribach

First, Steve Fehribach, A&F Engineering, licensed professional engineer here in
the State of Indiana. Your first question about the level of service at the 32
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intersection, we’ll call it. That was, if you look at the table, that’s the northbound
of the probe. And, typically what that means is the level of service E is how
many seconds of average delay someone sits there and waits. But, what goes on
at these types of locations is it’s about the number of cars that are on 32, and the
gaps that they do or do not have. So, what’s going on in that specific incident is
that our model is telling us that we have a certain number of cars on 32. There
could be delay that’s going to occur as people try to turn left, because that’s
where you need essentially 2 gaps. The amount of delay at level of service E is
typically between 35 seconds and 50 seconds of average delay. We did take a
look at the signal warrants to see, because that is going to be, that intersection is
owned or controlled by the State of Indiana. We did take a look at the signal
warrants and talk to the state about it, and the volume of traffic, because it’s a lot
of residential, is going to be coming out of there in the morning. It could meet the
a.m. peak hour warrant, but typically that’s a minor warrant, and the state
typically will not allow the signal to go in at that location. So, it’s going to be as
normally most subdivisions are, when you try to turn left out of someplace that
has a large volume of traffic on the east and west, there is some delay. As the
other point you made about the grade changes and things like that, we also
recommended that this has a right-turn lane and passing blisters and/or a left-turn
treatment. If you look at the report, there are some tables in there about which
ones you take a look at. The State of Indiana is going to require a permit at this
location, and they’ve already addressed the fact that we have a letter from them
saying they agree with our report. They’re going to make sure that the passing
blister, left-turn treatment, and right turn meet all their design criteria. So, when
you do that, you have to meet site distance. You have to meet stopping site
distance, intersection site distance, and everything like that. So, in order for them
to get a driveway at that location, the State of Indiana would sign off on the
program.
Jones

So, are they far enough away from the roundabout at 32, or 421 and 32, to
achieve that?

Fehribach

Yes.

Fedor

I guess I want to bring up a few things. The 50-foot maximum height in the
mixed-use district, on that corner bluff property, which already sits 20, roughly
20 feet, 15-20 feet above the road. So you’re talking about a building that would
be 50-feet above the top of the bluff. So, you’re talking potentially 70 some odd
feet up above the intersection.

Shinaver

It would be based on the finding.

Fedor

Okay. And, also on the road studies, the general proximity roads are of great
concern. I guess I question how much traffic would be on 900 East and when you
go south on 900 East, you’re dealing with some challenging road situations to the
south there. I guess I would almost rather see 2 entrances off of 32 in some way,
versus one off of 900 East, which would route a lot of traffic to the south. I
understand if that couldn’t be done, though, as well.

Walker

I have that concern as well. We drove that on Sunday, and it narrows down there.
It’s like, that needs to be addressed. Well, I can’t say that you didn’t give us
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enough material to read, and I ran out of speaking notes, but I’d have to need
more time.
Franz

Just curious, with what thought process was put behind kind of the density of the
different housing types?

Shinaver

What we wanted to do was have a mix of uses and a mix of lot types. We want to
take into consideration the fact that to our north is State Road 32, US 421, busy
roadways. My understanding –

Franz

-Quiet please.

Shinaver

My understanding is that there are portions that will be the north, last intersection
of 32 and 421, that will be zoned for business type uses. So, when we looked at
the site and looked going from north to south, we didn’t want to provide a
mixture of lot types that would be in transition from north further to the south,
and provide those home opportunities, while still at the same time preserving a
lot of open area, creating a lot of open area for the use and enjoyment of not only
residents of this specific community, but for the community as a whole. One of
the ideas behind the mixed use areas is that we have parking areas so that if
people from the general public, obviously, wanted to come in and not only just
shop in the mixed-use area, but they want to come in and access the trail head,
they would have the opportunity to do that and the parking opportunities up
there, as well as parallel parking along the Boulevard street that runs north to
south. So, thought was spent on trying to design a community to transition. Kind
of determine what the market, you know, is for this general area, not only
Zionsville, but understand what market demands are, regarding peoples’
preferences with lot sizes. And, the importance of having empty-nester product in
the community was important as your community starts to age. And, we’ve seen
that, and I understand, you know, Zionsville should be unique. It always has been
unique. But, at the same time, I think that there are opportunities to provide
housing that might not be as easily available right now in the community, such as
an empty-nester product or the rear-loaded product, which is a bit smaller, but
can accommodate that empty-nester family buyer. So, those are some of the
thoughts behind some of the lot sizes and the densities as we laid out the site.

Franz

On the property, I mean, it’s a pretty decent sized property, and I realize two
entrances is sufficient for the fire department. Is there any way a third entrance
could be added? It seems like, you’re going to go one of two ways, and looking
at this, neither one looks like it’s optimal for those purposes.

Shinaver

We will revisit that. We have appeared before TAC, and all the agencies, as you
would image were there. We will look at that again, and be able to report back in
January about the possibility and how it impacts the traffic report, traffic
analysis, and see if adjustment is possible, and if not, a more specific rationale as
to why an adjustment might not be possible.

Franz

I realize you’re heading out 421, you’ve got all the green space out that way. I
don’t know if you can put a bridge across that, if you can put exits there, but two
exits on this seems insufficient to me. Does anybody else have any comments or
questions?
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Rinebold

I have a couple questions. First, if you could quickly summarize. What evidence
do you have besides the desired developer to rezone the parcel?

Shinaver

I’m sorry. What evidence do I have as to –

Rinebold

The petition here is to rezone. Quickly summarize for us why. Why do you
choose to rezone?

Shinaver

Sure. If the site were developed under its current R-1 standard width and utilities
as I described, you would have a density of 1 dwelling per acre, but it would
permit 5000 square foot lots. My understanding is that the Rural R-1 Zoning
Classification does not have architectural standards, so when we looked at the
site, we wanted to create a unique situation where we could provide a variety of
homes with very specific architectural standards, provide other amenities within
the community, such as a clubhouse area, path network, etc. So, that was one of
the driving forces as far as options go. We felt this would be a more unique
opportunity, and then also still preserve open space, scenic areas, and make it
available for the public to utilize as well.

Rinebold

Second question. Do you have, or can you provide other examples of similar
rezoning of a golf course to a community development situation?

Shinaver

Yes. We can provide some, well at least one comes to mind, that went through a
PUD proposal. If it’s acceptable and appropriate, I’d rather make sure that we
come back with a more comprehensive response to you as opposed to me trying
to speak off the cuff and potentially misspeak. But, we’ll prepare to do that when
we come back in January.

Rinebold

Is it located in Central Indiana?

Shinaver

Yes. I can think of one.

Rinebold

Okay.

Shinaver

But, it might not be developed as of yet, but I can definitely think of one that
went through a PUD process.

Rinebold

I’d be interested in as much information as possible.

Shinaver

I understand.

Rinebold

I do have a question for Mr. Andreoli. You mentioned meeting with the
neighborhood on December 7th. There was an initial letter to neighbors about to
the plan development on November 30th. When were you retained by the
residents?

Andreoli

December 7th. It was December 7th, and I think I wrote my letter to the Plan
Commission on the 11th letting you know, at least what our position might be
tonight as it pertains to asking it to be tabled and continued to a future meeting.
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So, that’s literally the timeline that we obtained then, and I attended that
meeting.
Rinebold

At the December 7th meeting, approximately how long did that last?

Andreoli

A couple hours, I’m thinking.

Rinebold

Have you had any other correspondence with the petitioners since then?

Andreoli

No, other than I obviously let the petitioners know what our position would be
tonight, and that I was involved and all that, and the remonstrators group and that
we would get organized and would attend. But, other than that, I’ve not had any
further contact or meeting or discussions of any sort at this point, especially
given the news and trying to vet it just as you are.

Jones

So, you’re just looking at the summary and projected annual fiscal impact on the
school system. My initial concern or comment is, one, this really hasn’t been
prepared to run past the school system yet, correct?

Shinaver

Stan has submitted information to the school and is awaiting a response with
their analysis, and will schedule a follow meeting with them.

Burton

We had a meeting –

Franz

Can you step forward and state your name and comment?

Burton

Sorry, Mr. Franz. Stan Burton. I’m the petitioner. I live at 601 South 900 East.
I’ve had a meeting with Dr. Robison, Mike Shafer, and Rebecca Kaufman and
their attorney earlier this week. We’re expecting that Mike said that we would
have the report from the school by mid-afternoon today. I’ve yet to receive it.

Franz

Okay, there it is.

Burton

Oh, you’ve received it?

DeLong

Yes, this was emailed today.

Jones

I had a question for Shari, Ms. Richey. If I could get her up to the microphone
real quick. So, the other thing that we often notice as we review these is that they
use the market value of the homes to determine the amount of taxes projected to
be received. Typically the assessor has a value that’s usually 60 or 70 percent
less than those market values that they’re actually collecting. Is there some way
the formula can predict a better reflection of the difference between when it’s
projected using retail values and what’s actually being received? It’s a funny
little note. We discuss it up here sometimes. Is there ever a way to rectify that, or
am I just way off base, that it does sort of correct itself somewhere down through
the formula eventually?

Richey

I don’t see those. Mike Shafer, our CFO does, and I can ask him. I think the
market value is all we had to go on, and often times is all they have to go on from
discussions with the developer. So, and even though Stan did not receive that
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today, I think he was copied. So, when we get back together in January, we can
certainly talk about what transpired from that meeting on Friday, and what the
impact looks like based on our assumptions and Stan’s assumptions. So, if you
want to table it until January, and I can also check with him on whether or not we
can refine it as a school corporation with assessed value instead of market.
Jones

Correct.

Franz

I was just going to say also on this, there are two sections on here for 2%
residential property and 3% non-residential property. And, they’re both zero. Part
of the, you know, 80 and 20 rule is the commercial property. There is some value
to the school district of that, and I’m just curious why, in especially this
development, that’s not being addressed, because there is a definite commercial
space that’s in this property.

Richey

Right. I’ve only had electronic communication with our CFO.

Franz

No, because we don’t get the opportunity to ask that question, but if we’re going
to take this forward.

Richey

I think Stan and his team might be able to respond to that since they were in the
meeting, but we can certainly respond to it in January.

Burton

Thanks Shari. What Mike stated in that meeting, is he wanted to look at this two
different ways with the residential component and the mixed-use component as
separate entities. So, that was the answer to my question.

Franz

All right. Thanks. Anybody else have any more questions? All right. So, as we
discussed earlier, there has been a request for a continuance on this matter.
Question is, to what date. We have to be date certain as we vote on the
continuance. I would suggest that we make every effort to keep this thing moving
forward, and I would suggest the January 16 meeting, which is a Tuesday,
because the 15th MLK day, correct? So, we need to continue to the January 16,
2018 meeting of the Plan Commission. Is there any thoughts on that?

Rinebold

Mr. Chairman, I’ll make a motion that we continue this hearing until Tuesday,
January 16, the next meeting of the Plan Commission.

Franz

Is there a second?

Walker

Second.

Franz

All in favor, signify by aye.

All

Aye.

Franz

Opposed by nay. Okay, this matter is continued. At that time, again, we will have
an opportunity for additional public comment. This gives everybody an
opportunity to digest what you’ve seen so you can respond, and you get the
opportunity to respond, too. Thank you for everybody’s time and input into this.
That concludes this item on our Docket. I’ll let everybody clear because we still
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have something else. All right. Once again, people, can you please leave the
room. We just have one minor bit of business to complete. We do have some
continuing business. Thank you. All right. We do have one bit of business left.
Docket #2017-04-DP, Tom Wood, 6408 Crane Drive, status update on the
commitments.
DeLong

Staff just indicates that we’ve reached the final end of the road with the
commitment discussion, and in last month’s presentation we provided those to
Tom Wood, and we expect to see those any day, prepared for recommendation.

Franz

Anything else? If not, I would entertain a motion to adjourn.

Grabianowski So moved.
Franz

Second?

Fedor

Second.

Franz

All in favor, aye.

All

Aye.
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